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§ 0. Introduction
Let real- valued function v^y) (0<i<j<AT) defined on J23 satisfy
flo-OO^O as b|->°o in
^•00 >0 for
and let

H = - z=lE 4 +*E
=1

where ^eU3, and A{ is a Laplacian in U3 with respect to ^. Then
by easylike application of Agmon [1, Theorem 50 23 p0 85] we have
the following: If u(x) satisfies
n

, and

then for any s>0 there exists some constant C>0 such that for a, e0
3
^ we have

In this paper by Theorem L5 and 1.7 given in §1 we have: If,
besides above conditions, v{j(y) satisfies
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%00 <0 is a homogeneous function of degree — (JQ— ef)
>Q is a homogeneous function of degree —
where e,-, £,-;->0 and 0<7-0<2 (this case has been considered in
Mochizuki-Uchiyama [8, p. 131-^-p. 133]), then, since
lim sup {(rdr-i-fo) (ZX-y)} <0, for w satisfying

= u n

supp [M] is not a compact set in
1 is a real constant,

Rm,

we have for any £>0
\u\2dx = oo, if

lim ^+^HT*C
J2-»oo

J^<UKJ2 +1

lim eeR(
R-*°°

\u 2dx = oo,

if ^>0.

JR<\x\<R+l

If ^y is a Coulomb potential, namely,

where Z,-, Zo- are non-negative constants, v^ (0<i<^j<N) satisfies the
all conditions as mentioned above.
In this paper we also consider general second-order elliptic equations as following:

s

~

+ (?i (*) + ^2 (^) ) u (x) = 2u (x)

(in some neighborhood of infinity of Rn) .
Our main assumptions are the following:
curl b(x) =o(r~1) ,

?i 00 =^00+^2 00,
Fi(x) satisfies the similar conditions as given for above vti,
7 2 (*)=o(l) and 9 r F 2 U)=o(»'" 1 )
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at infinity. More detailed conditions are stated in §!„ Then u has
a similar lower bound of decay order at infinity as given above.
Our results stated in § 1 can be considered as a generalization of
Bardos-Merigot [2, Theorem 2. 2 (ii) and (iii) , p. 329, which seems
to need some modifications of statements of Theorem 2, 2, and treats
the case a{j(x) =dij9 bt(x) = q2(x) =Vi(x) = 0]. Our treatment of £,•(#)
can be found in Ikebe-Uchiyama [5], Kalf [6], Mochizuki [7] and
Eastham-Kalf [3, §6]. Our method of proofs is a short-cut of
Roze [9] and Eidus [4]. Lastly we remark that if we assume a
stronger condition q2(x) = o ( r ~ 1 ) , then for 1 satisfying
sup {ra^OOn- Mi 001 (0<ro<2) we have
J-->00

flr°-

lim
£-»°°

(See,

\u\2dx = oo for any e>0.

JRQ<\x\<R

Uchiyama [10], Mochizuki [7] and Mochizuki-Uchiyama [8].)
§ 1. Notations and Main Results

At first we shall list the notations which will be used freely in the
sequel :

.+£„?» for
/2

i>r

for

and r= \x\
for x= (xl9 . . . , xn)
= {x\ \x\ =t}
for
(s,t) = {x\s<\x\<t]
for
dj = d/dxj and dr=d/dr',
= d+i'^lb(x} and D=

grad /= (9i/, . . . , dnf) for scalar valued function f ( x ) ;
div g=31£1 + ... +dngn for vector valued function
A=A(x)=(ciij(x)) is an nXn matrix;
^ = ^(A:)=curl b(x)=(dibj(x')—djbi(x))
is an nXn matrix;
(/)-(#) =max{0, —f(x)} >0 for a real valued function f ( x ) ;
supp[/] denotes the closure of [x\ f(x)=£Q] ',
Cj(Q)
denotes the class of j- times continuously differentiate functions ;
C5" (£) = {/(*) I for any j = 0, 1 , 2 , . . . , f^Cj(Q) and supp[/] is a
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compact set in Q] ;
} for

= {/(*) I for any compact set KdQ, ( 1/00 Iprf*<°°} for
JK
Hm(Q) denotes the class of L2-functions in Q such that for all
distribution derivatives up to m belongs to L2(Q) ;
Hfoc(O) = {/(#) | for any compact set KdQ, /EiHm(K)} ;
H\(Q) denotes the completion of C^(@) with respect to the norm

G

\l/2
(|/| 2 -Mgrad f\*)dx) .
Q
/

Next we shall state the conditions required in the theorems.
(Al) each a,ij(x) £=C2(Q} is a real-valued function;
fA9^
{r\Z.J

n (v\ —
~nU j i \(v\
dij\X)
X } >'

(A3) there exists a constant Ci>l such that for any x&Q and
any ^EiCn we have
(A4) aij(x)-*3ij as |*|->oo;
(A5) dfa^x} =o(r~1} as |^|->
(A6) 3 1B 3^W=o(r- 1 ) as \x\
(Bl) each bi(x)^Cl(@) is a real- valued function;
(B2) \B(x)A(x)x\=0(l) as |*| -^ooa
(Cl) qi(x) is a real- valued function;
(C2) for any w^H]oc(Q} we have ql \w\ 2^L\OC(Q) ;
(G3) for any w^H}QC(Q) we have |grad q±\ \w\2^L}oc(Q) ;
(G4) there exist some real- valued function f(x) and some constant 0<^^0<C2 such that
lrW-ro!+^ 1 / 2 |3,rW l + lgrad r(*)-o%« | = o ( l ) as r-^oo,
lim sup {r<£, .4 (*) grad
(Dl) ^2(-^) is a complex- valued function;
(D2) q2(x)=0(r~l/2) as r-»oo.
(E) there exists some constant RQ^>0 such that Ql3{x\ \x\^>RQ}B
We shall consider
n

supp[w] is not a compact set in Q (closure of
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Now we have

Theorem 1. L Let u satisfy (*) 9 and let conditions (A) , (B) , (C) ,
(Z)), (£) /zoW. Then for any ^>0 satisfying
-h ( 4 / o ? ( * ) 1 2 + (2-ro)- 1 \B(x)A(x)x\ 2 } 9
lim

Theorem 1. 28 Besides the conditions assumed in Theorem 1.1,
assume that qi(x) satisfies the following:
(F) for any s>0 there exists some C2>0 such that for any
we have
(g x )_

w\2dx<e(

JQ

|grad w 2dx + C2( \w\2dx.
JQ

Then we have for u and ft given in Theorem 1. I
lim e2flR{
R-*°°

\u\2dx = oo,
JB(R,R+1)

and

Remark 1.1.

Mochizuki [7] treated the case j (x) =

Now we shall consider a more special case:
^)u = lu in Q<>

supp[w] is not a compact set in Q,
where 1 is a real constant

Here we can weaken (G3) as follows:

Theorem 1.3. Let u satisfy (**). We assume conditions (B), (C),
(D)3 (£) wiM a,ij(x) =d{j except for (C3). Instead of (C3) we assume
(C3Y: for any w^H}oc(Q)
Then for any /^>0
(##):

we have (9^) \w\2 'ZE L}OC(Q) .

satisfying
ro(/^2 + ^)>lim sup
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-

2

lim

Theorem 1.4.
assume (F),

Besides

the

conditions

given in

which is given in Theorem 1.2.

Theorem

7%0w /or

1. 3, £t>£

u flnrf /^ gzz^TZ zw

Theorem 1.3 we have

lim *M
2?->«,

jB

and

As a special case of Theorem 1.4, we have
Theorem 1.5. We assume that q^x) satisfies (C7), (C2), (C5) ', (F)
lim sup (r9rgi + ^i) <Q for some constant 0<^0<C2? ^W ^ ^ complexr-*oo

valued function satisfying q2(x) =o(r~l/2) as r->oo5 b.(x)
valued function (1 <i<n) satisfying djbj(x) — djbi(x) =o(r~l) as r->oo
(£) /zoWj. 7"/z^n /or i^ satisfying (**) awrf /or a/zj; e>0
lim ^a
J?-»°o

lim e**{
^-»oo

\u\2dx = oo,

if

JB(R,R+U

Lastly we shall consider the most special case :
i + q2)u = ^u in Q,

supp[w] is not a compact set in Q,
where ^ is a real constant and A is a Laplacian in Rn.
also weaken (G3) and (G4) as follows:

Now we can

Theorem 1. 6. Let u satisfy (***). We assume conditions (C), (Z>),
(£) except for (C3) and (C4). Instead of (C3) and (C4) we assume
(C3)' and
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there exist some real-valued function j ( x ) and some constants
0<ro<2, 0<a<2 such that

OO To I +r~1/2\drr(x) \ + |grad rO) -Hr(*) | = o ( l ) as r->oo?
lim

Then for any //>0

satisfying

(###): roG" 2 ^)>Km

lim

_

u

Theorem 1.7. Besides the conditions given in Theorem L63 we
assume (F). Then for u and fi given in Theorem 1.6 we have
lim e2flR\
R-»°°

Remark 1.2.
tion as (C4).

\u \2dx = oo
JB(R.R+1)

If 0<70<C2 and 0^00 =^j, (C4) r is the same condi-

§ 2. Proof of Theorem 1. 1
We shall begin to give the following definition of which meaning
is shown in Lemma 2. 1. In §2 we assume (A), (B), (C), (D) and
(E).
Definition 2.1. Let u(x) satisfy (*).
For smooth real- valued
functions p = p(r)9 /=/(r) and g=g(x), let

'(r)
and

div[A(x)±]
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F(t ; p, f , g ) =

[/ {2 \<±,

where Re [a;] means the real part of w.
Lemma 2, 1.

For t^>s^>R0 we have

F(f,p,f,g)-F(s;p,f,g)
=\

JB(s,0

W&p'f+f-r-1/)

-fdiv(Ax)

\<ADv,±y |2+ (2r

~(x,Axyf}(ADv,'Dvy

+<lr-lf( \ADv

f<«±,A
<^^>]
] +Re[< (grad £-£3,£) ,
-f<±,A
] 772^72 j ^/z^ imaginary part of w.
Proof.

By Definition 2.1

v (x} ^. H2loc(Q)

and

0(#) satisfies

for

Then we have

In the left side of the above equation we use the integration by parts
such as
{

d-uo dx = {

jB(s.r)

XiwdS-{

J5(0

JS(s)

xiW dS

for w, 3,-n; e L^

(Cf. Lemma 4.1). Noting
DtDj- DjD- V_-- 1 (3,4, W -SA- W)5
2 Re[<A
we have the assertion.
Lemma 2.2. Let l-2~Vo</<l.

^^

for any /*>0 satisfying (#)
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there exists some Ri>RQ such that for any t^>s^>Ri and any ??z>l 3 we
have
F(f,fjir + mrl9 1 , div (Ax) ~ r (*) r'1)
rl, 19 div(Ax) --[(x^r'1}.
Proof. Let /^>0 satisfy (#). By (B2) we can find some
such that
r-*oo

<£,4 grad ft) + 7-^4- (4//)~V \q2 \2

+d-1\BAx\2}.
Let

/o(r) =fjff + mrl, /(r) =1 and $(*) =div(4(*)A) -/-Wf- 1 ,
where m>l and 1— 2~Y 0 ^^ < C1 are constants. Let each £;(r) (i = l,2,
. . . ) be a positive function for r^>0 which tends to 0 as r—><x>.
Noting
| <Ax, ±y-l\+r\^£,A grad «.A±,
+ r|grad g—±drg\ <£iW,
div(^) =0(r~ 1 ) as r^oo,
we have the following by direct calculation.

_

sz(r)r-\ADv, Dv>,
2f Re[<^, «ADv, gradM) 5o>] > -e4(r) r~\ADv, 5^>,
-f<«£, A gradyA^Dv,
2 Re[{/(?2 + « +^' + 2
2
- r~l { (4ft) ' V | q2 \
v\2,
i 7
2f
Re[<(grad g-±3rg),
(g-f div(^x) -f'<±,A±» -f<£,A grad (?1
-r<,£,A grad ?i>-r?
-CK*,^ grad
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+ 2 [ml (I + ro - 1 - % 0) ) r'"1] ,

Then by Lemma 2. 1, we have
; for + mr1, 1, div(^) -/•(*)
; [tr + mr1, 1, di
B(s,0

- (r<±, A grad

Noting

/+ ro - 1 =2- 1 (2/+ro-2) +2-Vo>o,
there exists some Ri>R0 such that for any r>Ri and m>\, we have

-CK^,^ grad
\BAx |2) -£14W

1

Therefore we have the assertion.

[U

Proof of Theorem 1 . 1 . If lim sup{r<:r, ^4 grad <?i> + ?-<?i} > — °°,
then by (B2) and (D2)
7-0 (n2 + Z) -lim sup{r<f,^4 grad

~

2

is a continuous function of //>0. Therefore for any ^>0 satisfying
(#), we can find //' such that Q<^fi'<^(j. and ,«' satisfies (#) also.
This conclusion also holds in case lim sup{r<^, A grad ?i> + ?'<7i} = — °°.
r->oo

Noting the fact mentioned above, we have only to show that for any
satisfying (#) we have
lim inf e2»'R

[ \<ADu,

_

u
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We shall prove above by contradiction. So we assume that this is
not true. Then there exists some /4}^>0 satisfying (#) such that
lim inf ef*
R-*°°

JSU2)

[ \<ADu, x> |2+ (1 + (ft)- |i*

By the remarks given at the beginning of this proof, we can find
0<C/*<C/4) satisfying (#). By Definition 2. 1, for given m>\
and
<
1— 2~'Vo<7 Cl there exists some constant C3>0 such that for any
we have
F(t; fjnr + mr1, 1, div(A£) -jr"1)
sco

-jr'1)^ |u |2} + 2/0%*,

sco

[ |a, ADu> 2+ (1 + (?1) _) \u \*]dS,

where p — fj.r + mrl. Then noting /<!

and fJL<^fJtQ we have

lim inf

So letting ^— >oo along suitable sequence in Lemma 2. 2, we have for
any s>Ri and any TTZ>!
F(J; fjtr + mr1, 1, div(^x) -^r'1) <0.
On the other hand, since supp[w] is not a compact set in £?, there
exists some R2>Ri such that

Since ^

A2

m 2

F(R2] ^r-\-mr\ 1, div(^4^) —^r" 1 ) is a quadratic in ??2

of which coefficient of m2 is Zl2R22(l~l\

\<£, Ax) \2 \u \2 dS>0, then

JS(RJ

there exists some ??2 0 >1 such that
F(R2; [jar + mtf1, 1, div(Ax) -jr"1) >05
which leads to the contradiction.

Q]

§ 3. Proof of Theorem 1. 2
Lemma 3e 1. Let Ql3 {x\ \x\ >^0} be a domain in Rn, and each b{(x}
(z = l , . . . , ? z ) be real-valued function on Q, Let V(x) satisfy the following:
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for any s>0 there exists some C4>0 such that for any
( \ V ( x ) \ \w(x)\2dx<e\
JQ

JQ

Igrad w\2dx + C4{ \w(x)\2dx.
JQ

Let C(0 be a smooth function on ( — 00,00) satisfying 0 <£(£)<! for
-oo<><oo5 C ( 0 = l / o r l/3<£<2/3 and supp[C] C (0,
C*(0 — £(t — R). Then for any e^>0 £A#r£ exists some constant C5^>0
that for any w£=H\oc(Q) and any R^>RQ, we have
B(R.R+U

\w\2dx.

Proof. Let w^ (x) = { w(x} (2 + ^2}1/2 for ?>0 and w^H\oc(Q}. Then
w^^H}oc(Q) and Igrad w(^\<\Dw\, because of w^ grad ^(3?) = Re
[M; grad w]=Re[wDw'] and |M; | < \w(r)} \. Then by
for R^>R^ we have

Letting 3?-»0? we have the assertion. (This proof is the same one
given by Eastham-Kalf [3, p. 249].)
D
Lemma 3. 2e Let Q ID {x \ \ x \ ^>R0] be a domain in Rn, and let £>R (t)
be the same as given in Lemma 3. 1. Let A(x) = (a{j(x))9 b^x) (i = l9
. , . , n) and V(x) satisfy the following:
(7): there exists some constant C 6 >1 such that for any x&Q and any

is bounded on Q,
(3): each bi(x}^Cl(Q} is a real-valued function,
(4): V(x) is a complex-valued function on Q,
(5): for any s>0 there exists some C7>0 such that for any w
{ (ReF)-00 |zi>00 2dx<e(
JQ
2

Let u<EH loc(Q)

JQ

| grad w\2dx + C7( \w\2dx.
JQ

satisfy
u=

n

.

Then there exists some constant C8^>0 such that for any R^>RQ we have
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\ C|{|JD«| 2 +(Re F)_HV*<CA
JQ

Proof,
that

JB(R.R+l)

\u\2dx.

By Lemma 3. I9 for any e^>0 there exists some C5^>0 such

Q

JQ

JB(R,R+1)

u\*dx.

So we have only to show that there exists some constant C9^>0 such
that for any R^>RQ
( ?R\Du\2dx<Cs\
JQ

JBtR.R+U

\u\2dx.

By integration by parts we have

dx
\ K| {<ADu, D~u) + (ReF) |u |2} - [t£'R div (A£)
Ja
\u\*dx
\u\2dx,
JQ

JB(R,R+V

where we also use Lemma 3. 1. So if we choose e to satisfy 0<£<C^1,
we have the assertion.

D

Now we prove Theorem 1. 2.
Proof of Theorem 10 2. By Theorem 1.1, for any /^>0 satisfying
(#) we have
lim e***\
R-»oo

JSCR)

[]<^Dw,£>i 2 + (! + (?!)_) M2]^

= ooo

Fix /^>0 satisfying (#). Then for any M>0 there exists R^RQ such
that for any

So we have for
ri

CR+l

JO

JR

M\ C2 (0 dt • e-2"(R+v <M\

Cl (0
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<Cn(\

\JO

Ci{|D«|'-K?i)-|KH<fc + \

JB(R.R+U

\u\2dx)
/

2

u\ dx,
JB(R,R+l')

where we use Lemma 3.2 with V(x) =qi + q2 — A, which satisfies the
condition given in Lemma 3. 2. This means the former half of the
statement of Theorem 1.2 holds. The latter half is easily obtained
from
R

\u\2dx for R>RQ.

{
JB(R,

% 4. Proofs of Theorems 1. 3^1. 7
If aij(x^=dij in 0, we can weaken (C3) as (C3) '. (The author
[10] and Mochizuki [7] neglected this condition, but Kalf [6] pointed
out this in application of the Gauss's theorem (integration by parts) .)
We prepare the following:

Lemma 4.1. Let 0<fl<£.
Ll(B(a,b)).

We assume w^Ll(B(a,b}} and

Then for any a<^t<^b,\

Jsco

w dS exists (by choosing suitable

representative for w, if necessary) and for any
drw dx = (

w dS-(

jS(f)

Proof.

(n-l)r~lw dx.

w dS-{
jS(s)

JB(s,0

Let j(a) eC5°( — 00,00) satisfy the following: j(a)=Q for

H>1, JW>Q

for (re (-00, oo) and T j(a)da = \.

Take a', b'

J-oo

/

/

arbitrarily to satisfy a<a <& <^, and let
h (r) = (

w (x) dS

for 0<r<£,

JS(r)

j(s~l(p- \x\^w(x)dx

for a'<p<b',

where 0<£<min{a / -fl,6-^ / } .
Since h(r) ^Ll(a, b), for any
there exists some 0<<5<min{<2' — a, b~ b'} such that for any f satisfying
we have
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We have for a'<p<b'

Then for any ^^>0 there exists some Q<^d<^mm{a' — a,b~b'} such
that for any 0<e<<5
IA.OO -A 00 \dp<\b'dp(l
'

Ja'

j(o) \h(p~w) -A 00 \da

J-l

Next we have
. GO) =£-!

9, {j (s-1 (p - \x ! ) ) } w (*) rf*

where we use the definition of distribution derivative drw.
drw-\- (n — \)r~1w^Ll(B(a, b)) we have similarly
(3rw-i-(n~l)r-lw)dS\dp-^Q

\~4~he(p)~(
dp

So by

as e->0.

JS(p)

By hB(p)^Cl[a',b']9 for any i7/ satisfying a' <b" <J)r there exists some
such that for any p satisfying a'<^p<^b" we have

r»'
as £, e/->0. Because b" is arbitrary and \ \he(p) —h(p) \ dp->Q as e->03
Ja'

we have lim hB(p)=h(p)

for any p£=.(af ,b')^ where suitable represent-

8-*0

ative of w is chosen, if necessary.

Since for any s, t satisfying

we have the assertion for af<^s<^t<^b' by letting e—>0.

Because a'
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and br are arbitrary, we have the assertion.

D

Now we can show the proofs of Theorem 1.3^1.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Under our weak condition (C3) ', Lemma
2. 1 is also true by replacing %•(#) with d{j. In fact in the proof of
Lemma 2. 1 the term related to q\(x) is
\
JBCM)

which, noting Lemma 4. 1, can be integrated by parts. Then Lemma
2.2 and the proof of Theorem L 1 is also true, if we replace a^OO
with dij.
D
Proof of Theorem 1 . 4. Noting Theorem 1 . 3 we have the assertion
by the same way as the proof of Theorem 1.2.
G
Proof of Theorem 1. 5. For any e>0 let

e/2,

if

Then this /^>0 satisfies (##). So by Theorem 1.4 we have the
assertion.
Q
Proof of Theorem 1. 6. Replacing a{j(x)
Lemma 2. 1 is also true. Then we have

with d{J and i f -(^) with 05

-f

div(A)

-/') |grad H
+ Re[<(grad g-x3rg) , g7adT>a] + {(q.-l + kj (g-f divU) -/')
In the above let
=1,
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Then we have
(2r'lf+g-f

div(i) -/')

Igracb] 2

+ Re[<(grad g-±drg), grad v>v\
(x)-£drr(x) | a ) ] grad v\ 2

So replacing atj(x) with <^- and i,-(#) with 0, Lemma 2.2 and the
proof of Theorem 1.1 are also true under our weak conditions (G3) '
and (C4)'.
D
Proof of Theorem 1.7, By the same way as the proof of Theorem
1.2 we have the assertion.
O
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